Abstract. Thermo-mechanical analysis of the functionally graded orthotropic rotating hollow structures, subjected to thermo-mechanical loadings is studied in this paper. The relations were derived for both plane strain and plane stress conditions as a cylinder and disk, respectively. Non homogeneity was considered arbitrary through thickness direction for all mechanical and thermal properties. The responses of the system including temperature distribution, radial displacement and radial and circumferential stresses were derived in the general state. As case study, power law gradation was assumed for functionally graded cylinder and the mentioned results were evaluated in terms of parameters of the system such as non-homogeneous index and angular velocity.
Introduction
Changing different mechanical and material properties in terms of position is a requirement for different applications. This requirement has been responded using introduction of functionally graded materials by material scientist in Japan. Different variations of properties can be used by engineers to create best conditions of stress or displacement distribution. Directional properties such as orthotropic materials have benefits for loadings that in one direction are dominant rather than orthogonal directions. The present research tries to combine these two defined characteristics in the hollow cylinders.
Pan [1] derived exact solutions for three-dimensional, anisotropic, linearly elastic, and functionally graded rectangular composite laminates under simply supported edge conditions. The rectangular composite laminates were made of multilayered functionally graded material. Exponentially distribution along the thickness direction was considered for variable properties of layers. Response of a functionally graded thick cylindrical shell, subjected to thermal and mechanical loads was studied by Pelletier and Vel [2] . The cylindrical shell was assumed to be made of an orthotropic material. Results were presented for two-constituent isotropic and fiber-reinforced functionally graded shells. Exact solution of an infinitely long magneto elastic hollow cylinder and solid rotating cylinder polarized and magnetized radially, was presented by Babaei et al [3] . The cylinder was supposed orthotropic. Elastic problem of rotating functionally graded hollow polar orthotropic circular disks was investigated by Peng and Li [4] . They proposed Fredholm integral equation for arbitrary functionalities of material properties,. Two particular boundary conditions have been used for studying the numerical results.
Wang [5] presented elastic analysis of a rotating functionally graded hollow cylinder. The cylinder was divided to some sub cylinders and properties of every layer were considered constant. The radial and circumferential stresses along the radial direction were plotted for various values of non-homogeneity. The obtained results were validated with related references in a special case. Peng and Li [6] studied thermal stress analysis of a functionally graded hollow disk. The effect of gradient and temperature distribution was considered on the responses of the system. Allioglu et al [7] studied stress analysis of annular rotating discs made of functionally graded materials (FGMs). Elasticity modulus and density of the discs were assumed to vary radially, according to a power law function. Ootao and Ishihara [8] presented theoretical thermo-mechanical analysis of the functionally graded magneto-electro-elastic hollow sphere, due to uniform surface heating. They analyzed transient thermoelastic problem for a functionally graded hollow sphere, constructed of spherical isotropic and linear magneto-electro-thermoelastic materials using a laminated composite. Arefi and Rahimi [9] presented thermo-mechanical solution of a functionally graded cylinder with clamped-clamped boundary conditions, using first order shear deformation theory. They presented final differential equations in terms of displacement and rotation components. The coefficients of equations were defined in integral form. This form can be applicable for material with arbitrary functionality. Some useful equations and analysis of functionally graded materials can be considered in the related references [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
This paper tries to develop thermo-elastic analysis of orthotropic hollow structures such as cylinder and disk made of functionally graded materials. Primary, fundamental relations are derived for an orthotropic material without any determined functionality. After these derivations, power law distribution is considered for studying an applied problem and investigation of numerical results of a cylinder 2. Formulation of orthotropic hollow structure The basic relations for an orthotropic structure under three dimensional stress distributions are presented in this section. Hooke's law for an orthotropic structure by accounting thermal strains can be developed, as follows [6] :
where ε i , σ i (i = r, θ, z) are strain and stress components, υ ij (i = j, i, j = r, θ, z) are Poisson ratio components, E i (i = r, θ, z) are modulus of elasticity, α i (i = r, θ, z) is thermal expansion coefficient and T is temperature distribution. Mechanical properties such as Modulus of elasticity can be considered as functions of radial coordinate. For an orthotropic material, we have following additional relations for properties: For guidance, the schematic figure of a rotating functionally graded hollow orthotropic structure is presented in Fig. 1 . E r , E θ , defined in Eq. (1), is modulus of elasticity in directions r, θ that is presented in Fig. 1 .
These relations are due to symmetry of stiffness matrix. Considering Eq. (1), stress components can be evaluated in terms of strains and temperature distribution, as follows:
where, A i , i = 1, . . . , 5 depend on the condition of plane strain or plane stress. By imposing the conditions of plane stress and strain for disk and cylinder structures, respectively, constants A i will be obtained. In Eq. (4), these constants are defined for disk as plane stress condition.
Strain components, using a symmetric condition, can be derived as function of radial displacement u r , as follows: [5, 6, 10, 15] 
The stress components in Eq. (3) must satisfy equilibrium equations in presence of centrifugal force, as follows: [5, 6 , 10]
In which, ρ, ω are density of used materials and angular velocity. By substitution of strain relations from Eq. (6) into first set of Eqs. (3), the radial displacement u r can be obtained from following equation:
where, χ (r) is an integral function of properties and radial coordinate, as follows:
Substitution of circumferential stress in equilibrium equation and solution of that yields radial stress, as follows:
where, unknown functions are defined as in Eq. (12):
Based on defined functions in Eq. (12) and integration of Eq. (11), relation containing radial stress can be defined as:
where, three functions in right hand of Eq. (14) are defined:
and two integration constants (C 1 , C 2 ), by imposing free stress condition at inner and outer radii (σ r (a) = σ r (b) = 0), are calculated as:
Heat conduction problem
This section addresses thermal analysis of assumed structure. Due to symmetric condition, thermal distribution is a function of radial coordinate. Equation of heat transfer for a functionally graded material is [10, 11, 15] :
In which λ r is thermal conductivity coefficient along the radial direction. Similar to mechanical properties, thermal properties can be assumed as function of radial coordinate. Solution of Eq. (16) by two times integration with respect to r yields temperature distribution in the integral form, as follows:
where B 1 , B 2 are constants of integration of Eq. (16). Imposing constant temperature at inner and outer radii (T (a) = T a , T (b) = T b ) presents temperature distribution, as follows:
Reduction of derived relations for a power law functionality
Power law distribution of material properties can be considered in order to evaluate the results for an applied functionally graded material. For this functionality, we set all properties at outer radius and define gradation along the thickness direction, using a power function. For this functionality, we have variable properties, as follows [12] [13] [14] :
where A i , i = 1, . . . , 5 are constants, which can be evaluated form Eqs (4, 5) by changing
. By setting r = bR, second side of Eq. 21 can be presented as function of R. Equilibrium equation in terms of dimensionless parameter of coordinate is: 
In Eq. (23), P (R) is non-homogeneous term including temperature distribution and centrifugal force, as follows:
Solution of Eq. (23) is including homogeneous and particular solutions. Homogeneous solution is defined by calculation of roots of characteristic equation.
(25)
By employing the variable thermal properties in Eq. (19) and imposing constant temperature at inner and other radii, the radial distribution can be presented, as follows:
where, k = a b and solution is valid for all values of β 4 , except zero. Complete solution for β 4 = 0 can be developed in Appendix A. Substitution of temperature distribution from Eq. (26) into Eq. (24), determines particular solution, as follows:
Summation of particular and homogeneous solutions and substitution of result in stress-displacement relation (Eq. 21), tend to radial and circumferential stress distributions, as:
where
. . , 5 are constants, which appears in Appendix B.
Results and discussion
The most important results for the cylinders made of functionally graded material obeying power law distribution, along the radial direction, can be evaluated in this section. The effect of two parameters can be investigated on the responses of the system. The first is angular velocity and the second is nonhomogeneous index. The other conditions such as temperature distribution and inner and outer pressures may be considered constants.
The effect of angular velocities on the mechanical components
In order to study the effect of angular velocity on the mechanical components, other boundary conditions are constrained as follows:
(29)
The effect of different values of angular velocities can be considered on the radial distribution of mechanical components, such as radial, circumferential and Von-Mises stresses and radial displacement. Before presentation of the results, the dimensionless components must be assumed.
The radial distribution of dimensionless value of radial displacement in terms of different values of angular velocity is shown in Fig. 2 . The obtained results indicate that the radial displacement increases with increasing angular velocity, considerably.
The radial distribution of radial, circumferential and Von-Mises stresses are presented in Figs 3, 4 and 5. We can find out that with increasing the angular velocity, the radial stress can change from compressive to tensile condition. Investigation on the circumferential stress indicates that this distribution approximately has linear manner. It can be observed, that for small values of angular velocity, the circumferential stress has an increasing behaviour unlike for large values of velocity, this behaviour is cancelled and almost circumferential stress approaches to a constant value. As we know, the Von Mises stress is function of radial and circumferential stresses. The numerical results of radial and circumferential stresses in Figs 3, 4 indicate, that the circumferential stress is much greater than radial stress. Therefore, the trend of Von Mises stress is in accordance with that one of circumferential stress, without considering the sign of circumferential stress. 
The effect non-homogeneous index on the mechanical components
This section evaluates the effect of non-homogeneous index on the stresses and displacement. Radial displacement, in terms of non-homogeneous index, is presented in Fig. 6 . Angular velocity is considered 1000 for these evaluations.
The obtained results indicate that with increasing the non-homogeneous index, the radial displacement increases. This increasing is due to decreasing the modulus of elasticity, or stiffness of structure based on the defined functionality. As we scat from inner radius, the uniform manner of distribution is cancelled, because of anisotropic behaviour of material. The radial distribution of radial, circumferential and Von-Mises stresses are presented in Figs 7, 8 and 9.
Conclusion
Thermo-elastic analysis of the functionally graded orthotropic rotating hollow structures was studied in this paper. The relations were derived for both plane strain and plane stress conditions. The general relations were reduced for a rotating functionally graded orthotropic cylinder. We can benefit from changing of gradient index to control displacement and stresses. It means, that for example, if you want to have a desired displacement, or stresses you can The most important conclusions can be regarded as:
1. In the first section of the paper, general solution for a hollow structure (cylinder or disk) made of functionally graded materials with centrifugal load was derived. The obtained solution can be applied for any functionality.
2. Increasing the angular velocity has increasing effect on the radial displacement of the orthotropic cylinder. Furthermore, this increasing tends to change the condition of radial stress from compressive to tensile.
3. Studying the effect of non homogeneous index on the radial displacement indicates that with increasing non-homogeneous index, radial displacement increases, due to decreasing the stiffness of the material. The circumferential stress is maximal at inner radial, because of applied thermal loading.
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